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Lady Lakers Advance By
Downing Lady Tigers, 67-27

May we continue to'frayfor the

438th Military Police Company
and theirfamilies during their time ofservice.

—See Sports

Committee
bets against
2 gambling
proposals
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A proposal to legalize casinos in
Kentucky has been voted down by a sharply divid4,5I House commitTwo separate proposals were up for consideration today, but the Committee on Elections,
Constitutional Amendments and Intergovernmental
Affairs couldn't agree on either.
Gov. Steve Beshear met with House Speaker
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Jody Richards and other Democratic leaders in his
NOONTIME ACCIDENT: No injuries were reported as the result of a two-vehicle accident Monday at the intersection of South
office Monday night in an effort to nudge his gambling proposal along. Beshear wants Kentucky law12th and Sycamore streets. According to a press release from the Murray Police Department, a white, 1993 Nissan Sentra drivmakers to approve a constitutional amendment that
en by Robert Bramlett, 52, of Hazel, reportedly struck a red, 2005 GMC Canyon pickup truck driven by William Stephens, 57,
would allow casino gambling in the state.
of Murray. The release reported that the impact caused the GMC to spin and then overturn on the driver's side. The accident
"I can tell you this, if House leadership is not
Beshear occurred around noon. The MPD was assisted at the scene by the Murray Fire Department. MPD Officer Tim Fortner investiunited in backing this constitutional amendment.
then it will be in great jeopardy of passing the House," Beshear told
reporters after the meeting last night. "It has to have the united effort
of the House leadership and they have told me that we would have
that and I'm expecting it."
Discord among House lawmakers had slowed Beshear's gambling proposal.
Beshear is pushing a plan to legalize casino gambling in
Kentucky as a way to boost otherwise sagging revenues that has left By TOM BERRY
the state facing an approximately $900 million budget shortfall over Staff Writer
A happy lawyer is an ethical
the next two years. Kentucky could take in hundreds of millions of
dollars in new revenue if it allowed casino gambling. Beshear said. lawyer and the best way for a
The governor unveiled a much-anticipated proposal earlier this lawyer to be happy and deal
month to change the constitution to allow 12 casinos to open across with clients and the court is to
the state, seven of which could be built at horse tracks. A separate take a hard look at why they
proposal introduced last week would guarantee no casinos at horse chose to be a member of the
tracks. Another would allow up to five at horse tracks.
legal profession in the first
In a Bible-belt state that already allows gambling in other forms place.
— such as on horse racing, the lottery and in bingo halls — it's been
That was the message First
a tough election-year sell to some members of the General District Kentucky Supreme
Assembly.
Court -Justice Bill Cunningham
One of the issues dividing legislators is whether voters in com- delivered to members of the
munities where casinos would locate should have the right to turn Calloway
County
Bar
them away, or whether that decision should be left to locally elected Association during a monthly
officials.
luncheon meeting at The Big
Some House lawmakers said Beshear's original plan calls for too Apple restaurant Monday.
many casinos.
Cunningham said he was surDemocratic state Rep. Joni Jenkins, chairwoman of a subcommit- prised at the number of lawyer
tee studying the gambling issue, proposed a measure last week that disciplinary cases the court has
would allow no more than nine casinos to open, but only with encountered recently; a situation
approval of voters in the communities where they would be located. that has had
a disconcerting
State Rep. Larry Clark. D-Louisville, introduced a third option on affect personally and professionWednesday calling for the same number of casinos as Jenkins but ally.
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
deleting language about voter approval in the various communities.
"(can tell you this from hav- First District Kentucky Supreme Court Justice Bill Cunningham,standing, speaks to members
Under his bill, approval would be given by local governing bodies.
ing trial judges on the supreme of the Calloway County Bar Association during a luncheon meeting at The Big Apple Monday,
House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green. said he and
Court and trial lawyers that these Cunningham said he was surprised at the number of lawyer disciplidary cases that have come
most Democratic lawmakers favor that plan.
cases probably generate more
before the court recently.
"I have no intentions of budging on that one," he said earlier in
discussion and more controverthe day.
sy among us judges. We will most common reasons an attor- an alcohol problem. In some you lose enthusiasm. You don't
Following the meeting with Beshear, however, Richards said he
sometimes spend as much or ney will run into trouble with the instances it gets to where those return phone calls, you drag
would support whatever version the House Elections, Constitutional
Amendments and Intergovernmental Affairs Committee agrees on, . more time talking about a law or sanctions through the problems become repeat offens- your feet on cases or you don't
lawyer disciplinary case than we Kentucky Bar Association is es and there is not much the keep in contact with your clients
"I'm going to be happy with what they decide regardless of what
supreme court can do for them." and we need to do something
they decide," Richards told reponers. "I'm going to be for the bill, will a death penalty case," he drug or alcohol addiction.
said. "That's because we appreAnother is burnout. "That is about that."
"There is great sympathy on
regardless of what it says.lawyer's the courtfor those lawyers," he probably the one that most of
Mismanagement of the busiHouse Majority Floor Leader Rocky Adkins, who was also in the ciate how important a
license is. We also know how said. "You have lawyers that you deal with on a day to day ness office is also a significant
meeting with Beshear, agreed with Richards.
is and how stressful it have good records and a good basis," he said. "You have been problem.
"I think whatever comes out of there, we'll be supportive of," difficult it
is out here practicing law."
reputation and all of a sudden in the trenches so long that
Adkins, D-Sandy Hook, said.
Cunningham
said
one
of
the
they
run into a drug problem or burnout begins to affect you and
But nothing came out of committee.

Justice speaks on discipline, burnout
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Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Land Between The Lakes
National Recreation Area begins
its 2008 operations on Saturday
by opening several popular visitor attractions.
and
Homeplace
The
Woodlands Nature Station will
be open Wednesday through
Sunday during March, and then
open seven days a week beginning April 1, The Golden Pond
Planetarium and North and
South Welcome Stations also
open their doors Saturday, along
with Hillman Ferry. Piney. and
Energy Lake Campgrounds.
The Elk & Bison Prairie
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remains open from dawn until
dusk every day, year-round. The
Golden Pond Visitor Center,
Wranglers Campground, and
Bay Off-Highway
Turkey
Vehicle Area remain open yearround as well.
"At LBL the spring season
brings new opportunity for environmental education. We are
excited about the programs we
have planned for 2008, st(ch as
the Spring Break Programs and
Girl Scouts Day at the Nature
Station as it is an excellent way
for children to connect with the
natural world," stated Sharon
Waltrip, Environmental Education Program Manager. "Our
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mosey math
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Golden
Pond
The
Planetarium provides a full
dome viewing experience with
digital multimedia equipment.
Two shows added this year
include "Far Out Space Places"
the
"Explorers
of
and
International Space Station."
"Far Out Space Places" takes
you on a virtual visit to the most
extreme destination in our cosmic neighborhood. "Explorers
of the International Space
Station" lets you visualize what

its like to live on the space station, as well as learn about the
important scientific work taking
place.
Returning to the planetarium
in 2008 will be "Blown Away,"
"Search for Life in the
Universe," and "Kentucky
Skies."
LBL's spring calendar is full
of a variety of fun programs for
visitors of all ages and interests.
The popular Discount Package,
which offers a 25 percent discount on admission to multiple
attractions, will be available
again this year, as well as the
LBL Fun Card, a discount
opportunity that primarily bene-
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facilities provide opportunities
for hands-on learning, and
encourage visitors to explore
and experience nature and histo-
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fits area residents and others
who frequent LBL.
The LBL Fun Card provides
10
admissions
to
The
Homeplace, Nature Station,
Planetarium, or a combination
of all three. With no expiration
date, the LBL Fun Card is good
until all 10 visits have. been
used.
LBL honors the National
Parks and Federal Recreation
Lands Access and Senior Passes
along with the Golden Age and
Access Passports. in addition to
the 50 percent discount offered
for the basic campsites, the
Passes and Passports will also be
honored at The Homeplace.

Nature Station, and Golden
Pond Planetarium for 50 percent
off general admission for die
card holder.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with Friends of
LBL, to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. Visitors are
review
encourageds
to
www.lbl.otg throughout the season for a Calendar of Events and
updates on programs and policies. Additional LBL information is also available on out
website or by calling 1-800LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000.
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NIU students try to regain normalcy
DE:KALB. III. (AP) — Mark Kozera
walked into math class at Northern Illinois
University a minute or two late and was
relieved to hear his teacher and classmates
already reviewing for an upcoming test
It meant they weren't discussing the
shooting
"I don't need to talk about it," the 20year-old sophomore from Oak Forest said
Monday of a gunman's attack Feb. 14. "It
helps the healing process to get as normal as
possible"
But Northern Illinois University was anything but normal Monday, less than two
weeks after the rampage that left five students dead and the gunman committing suicide.
So despite his focus on classes, Kozera
Pined dozens of others in a school courtyard
just a few hundred yards from the site of the
attack — getting hugs from a total stranger.
Members of a church group offered "free
hugs" and volunteers offered dogs to pet.
among the many signs around campus that
little was as it was before Steven
Kazmierczak's attack inside Cole Hall.
White crosses remained on a small knoll
in honor of those who died. News trucks
parked around campus. Red ribbons pinned
to the jackets of hundreds of students, faculty and staff, offered a quiet tribute. And yellow crime scene tape remained strung in
front of now-closed Cole Hall.
Message boards nearly the size of billboards stood outside, crowded with messages of comfort, faith, anger and condolence while students and others continued to
seek out an empty space to add their own
thoughts on the events of II days previous.
"You've got to,move on," said Jonathan
Brock. a 25-year-old Chicagoan studying
industnal management, who was clearly not
quite ready to do so as he looked for a spot
to write.
One after another, students expressed the
a relucsame effort to move forward -- and
tance or inability to do so.
Chelsea Edwards, a 23-year-old senior,
said that after days of thinking of little else,
she was pleased her sociology teacher
moved ahead with course work. At the same

ents put on safety alert ky
UK stud
GTON, Ky. (AP) — The University of Kentuc

has
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two female students
been put on a safety alert after police said
woke up with a strange man in their dorm room
t at Blanding
The campus was put on alert when a studen
bed Saturday
her
in
er
strang
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with
up
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Tower said she
man fled
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he
who
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were unlocked
Police say in both cases the students' doors
No arrests have been made

Vandals cause $13,000

at Louisville sch000l
damage
$13,000
VILLE, Ky.(AP) — Vandals have caused about

LOUIS
s while crews
in damage to a Louisville school and closed classe
mess.
the
cleaned up
School stayed
Louisville police say students at DeSales High
uishers throughhome Monday after vandals sprayed fire exting
hallways, set the
out the school, wrecked classrooms, burned
l and baseball
basketball nets on fire and ripped up the footbal
fields.
the damage
DeSales President Doug Strothman says school.
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at
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occurred Friday night
the school at
Police have estimated the internal damage to
to the athletic turfs.
about $3,000, and about $10,000 in repairs
say they have
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they
some leads
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Northern Illinois University student Colleen Bums, 42,
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BMX
Best Bank In Town
Since 1872

Small rate.
Big options.
s

HOME EQUITY LINE OF CREDIT
Now one loan, with great low rates, gives
you all the flexibility you need to manage
0

your home equity borrowing BB&T's new
Home Equity Line comes with an option to
fix the rate on a portion of your outstanding

APR'

PRIME +0% VARIABLE APR
FOR THE LIFE OF THE LINE

balance And the best part is, as you pay
down any fixed portion, your available
credit is instantly replenished - and stays
at its prime rate for the life of the line. It's
one small rate with many big options

Stop by one of our local financial centers,
call 1-800-BANK BBT or visit BBT.com

BANKING

INSURANCE

INVESTMENTS
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Beshear gains
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pensions plan
ment plans would be cut down
By JOE BIESK
1.5 percent, while future
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Writer
Press
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ees would also have to
employ
—
(AP)
FRANKFORT, Ky.
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Social norms program
discussed on Roundabout
Murray TV show this week 2 will
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Amish man's new miracle idea helps
home heat bills hit rock bottom
Miracle heaters being given awayfree with ordersfor real Amish fireplace mantles to launch the new invention
that slashes heat bills, but Amish craftsmen under strain of winter rush impose household limit of2
Saves money: uses less energy than a coffee maker, so leave it on day and night and never be cold again
By Moo( Wfson,
Universal Media Syndicate
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(UMS)Everyone hates high heat bills. But
we're all sick and tired of turning down the
thermostat and always being cold.
Well now, brand new HEAT SURGE"
miracle heaters are actually being given away
free to the general public for the next two
days starting at precisely 8:00 a.m. today.
The only thing local readers have to do is
call the National Distribution Hotline before
the 48 hour deadline with their order for
the handmade Amish Fireplace Mantles.
Everyone who does is instantly being awarded
the miracle heaters absolutely free.
This is all happening to launch the new
HEAT SURGE Roll-n-Glow'Amish Fireplace
that actually rolls from room to room so you
can take the heat with you anywhere. That
way, everyone who gets them first can immediately start saving on their heat bills.
For the first time ever, portable Amish
fireplaces are being delivered directly to the
doors of all those who beat the deadline.
These miracle fireplaces have what's being
called the 'Fireless Flame' technology that
gives you the peaceful flicker of a real fire but
without any flames, fumes, smells, ashes or
mess. Everyone is getting them because they
require no chimney and no vent. You just plug
them in.
The Fireless Flame looks so real it fools
everybody but it has no real fire. So what's the
catch? Well, the soft spoken Amish craftsmen
who hand make the mantles are imposing a
strict household limit of 2 during the strain of
the winter rush.
"We can barely keep up ever since we started giving heaters away free. Now that it's really cold outside, everyone's trying to get them.
Amish craftsmen are working their fingers to
the bone to be sure everyone gets their delivery in time to save a lot of money," confirms
Timothy Milton, National Shipping Director.
"These portable Roll-n-Glow Fireplaces are
the latest home decorating sensation. They
actually give you a beautifully redecorated
room while they quickly heat from wall to
wall. It's the only way to dress up every room,
stay really warm and slash your heat bills all
at the same time," says Josette Holland, Home
Makeover Expert to the rich and famous.
And here's the best part. Readers who
beat the 48-hour order deadline are getting
their imported hi-tech miracle heaters free
when encased in the real Amish built solid
wood fireplace mantles. The mantles are being handmade in the USA right in the heart
of Amish country where they are beautifully
hand-rubbed, stained and varnished.
You just can't find custom made Amish
mantles like this in the national chain stores.
That makes the solid oak mantle a real steal
for just two hundred ninety-eight dollars since
the entire cost of the miracle heater is free.
This free giveaway is the best way to slash
heating bills and stay warm through the dead
of winter. The HEAT SURGE Roll-n-Glow
Fireplace gives you all the beauty and warmth
of a built-in fireplace but it can also save you a
ton of money on heating bills.
Even people in California and Florida are
flocking to get them so they may never have
to turn on their furnace all winter. And since
it uses less energy than a coffee maker the potential savings are absolutely incredible.
"We are making sure no one gets left out,
but you better hurry because entire communities of Amish craftsmen are straining to keep
up with winter demands. For now, we have to
turn away dealers in order to let readers of
today's newspaper have two per household
just as long as they call before the deadline,"
confirms Milton.
It's a really smart decision to get two right
now because for only the next 48 hours you get
both miracle heaters free. That's like putting
five hundred bucks right in your pocket and
you can save even more money on your monthly
heating bills.
"Everyone's calling to get one but those who
really want to save a lot on their heating bills
are surprising the whole family by getting two.
So when lines are busy keep trying or log onto

II GENUINE AMISH MANTLES MADE IN THE USA: Amish cr.it tsrnan are piedseu that Heat Surge officials thy:, provided pros: i certifica
tion of the coveted UL Listing for the miracle heater. Now, everyone wants to save money on heat bills this winter, so entire Amish communities are working from the crack of dawn to finish. These fine solid wood Amish made fireplace mantles are built to last forever. The solid oak
mantle is a real steal at lust two hundred ninety-eight dollars because all those who beat the order deadline by calling the National Hotline at.
1.800-242-6155 to order the fireplace mantles are actually getting the imported hi-tech Fireless Flame HEAT SURGE miracle heaters for free
:

amishfireplaces.com. We promise to get to
every call. Then we can have a delivery truck
out to your door right away with your beautiful Amish made Roll-n-Glow Fireplam"
Milton said.
"You'll instantly feel bone soothing heat
in any room. You will never have to be cold
again," he said. C
On the worldwide web.- www.amishfireplaces.com

HEAT SURGE'
Fireless Flame
How It Works: The HEAT SURGE miracle
heater is a work of engineering genius from
the China coast so advanced, you simply plug
it into any standard wall outlet. It uses less
energy than it takes to run a coffee maker.
Yet. it produces an amazing 5,119 BTU's An
on board Powerful hi-tech heat turbine silently
forces hot air out into the room so you feel
the bone soothing heat instantly. It even has
certification of Underwriters Laboratories
coveted UL listing and comes with a full year
Money Back Guarantee.

How to get 2 free heaters
The National Toll Free Hotlines are now
open. All those who beat the 48 hour order
deadline to cover the Amish made Fireplace
Mantles and shipping get the HEAT SURGE
miracle heaters free.
They have imposed a strict limit of 2 per
household. Since some hothe woodworkers want to build their own mantle piece,
they are letting people get the imported
miracle heater alone for lust 1249. Or, with
the Amish made mantle you get the miracle
heater free.
Use the map below to locate the weather
zone you live in and call the Hotline number
for your zone.

Claim Code: FP2359

Hi-tech silent heat
turbine takes in
cold air

.
1
4
x

A-Ayr

18 ON THEIR WAY: Winter rush orders have turned
country roads into pipelines to the big city delivery

OUSTED
Hot air
comes out

•:

system. Everybody wants a fireplace that comes
fully assembled with a handmade Amish mantle in
oak or cherry and gets delivered by truck right to
your door All you do is plug it in.

EVERYONE LIVING IN THE

EVERYONE LIVING IN THE

EVERYONE LIVING IN THE

Frigid ZOTIO: 1

Cold brat 2

Frost Zone 3

START CALLING AT
8:00 A.M. TODAY

START CALLING AT
8:30 A.M. TODAY

START CALLING AT
9:00 A.M. TODAY

1-800-242-6155

1-800-310-7731

1-800-625-7259
a

,
••.1.• ',Mt

Rolls anywhere to throw an instant heat wave with no chimney, no vents, no wood and no smoke
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• EASILY ROLLS ANYWHERE: This is the III SAVES ON BILLS: Everyone gets low bills
portable Roll ri-Glow'w Fireplace that easily and stays warm and cozy. Naomi Abrams' new
rolls from bedroom to living room. No vents, no Roll n-Glow Fireplace saves a ton of money and
makes her front room lodk like a million bucks.
chimney and no tools lust plug it in

•
•SAFE: The Fireless Flame looks so real it fools W FREE Get this'249 miracle heater free. It is being
everybody but there is no real fire. That makes it given away free to all who beat the 48 hour order t
safe to the touch. It's where the kids will play and deadline for your choice of the oak or cherry Amish
the cat and dog will sleep

Mantles. The free heater comes already encased.
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Spending may exceed $4 trillion
Medicare and Modena spewing
(putec funding) is protected to
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Mrs. baby Robinson

Mrs. Norma Todd Iverson
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Health care spending
projected to spike to
$4.3 trillion by 2017

23, 2008,
Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, 70, Sparta, died Saturday, Feb.
Mrs. Norma Todd Iverson. 65, New Concord, died Monday, Feb.
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Mrs. Grace Cooper

Mrs. Bessie Colson
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.
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at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
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Democrats consider next step in
building anti-war momentum
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COMMUNITY
Grief Recovery Program lists
new starting day for the event

Calloway County
Preschool/ Head Start
to hold registration
on March 14, April
25, and May 13

A new Grief Recovery Outreach Program has been changed to Monday, March
10, in the third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The 12week program will meet from 7 to 9 p.m.
every Monday for 12 weeks.
For more information or to reserve a
spot, contact Kerry Lambert, MCCH chaplain at 762-1274.

SS representative to be here
A Social Security representative will be at
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen the Calloway County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. He will
Community
assist in filing claims. For more information
Editor
call toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-247-8095.

MHS Quarterback Club will meet
Murray High School Quarterback Club will meet Weclnesslay at 5:15 p.m. at the school. Officers for the 2008-09 season will be selected and Head Coach Steve Duncan, and his
staff will be introduced.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
,at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This is for all parents who have lost a child
or young adult through death. For more information contact
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1731-498-8324.

Oaks Ladies plan bridge
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. with Shirley Jenstrom, phone 759-9658, as
hostess. Winners last week were Shirley Wade, first, and Janet
Kirk, second.

CUBS meeting Wednesday
ill
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•nd
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CUBS (Calloway United Benevolent Services) will meet
Wednesday at noon at Glendale Road Church of Christ. A
'count for lunch is requested with reservations through United
Way at 753-0317 or Calloway Family Resource Center at 762-7333. Any agency, church of other organization concerned about
,service to the community is encouraged to participate in CUBS.

,Assistance for veterans to be given
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims ,for state and federal benefits
- Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory
•at Murray. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance.
For information and appointments, call 1-877-812-0840 or email ronald.mcclure@ky.gov
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'WKAS plans meeting 'Wednesday•
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., will hold a public
meeting on Wednesday at I p.m. in its offices in Suite C of
the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. This
meeting will be to discuss the needs of the low-income families and individuals in Calloway County. For more information call Shirley J. Jones, CSBG Outreach/Social worker, at
753-0908 prior to the meeting. All interested persons are encouraged to attend.

in

'Scott's Grove plans promotion
Scott's Grove Baptist Church will have a rebate night at
Gatti's Pizza Wednesday form 5 p.m. to closing. This will be
to help the 4th, 5th and 6th grade Sunday school students to
go to Crosspoint this summer. Customers are asked to tell the
cashier they are there for the church.
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Assessment Committee to meet
Calloway County High School Assessment Committee will
meet Wednesday at 3:15 p.m. in room 204 of the school.

Alzheimer's Group will meet
The Alzheimer's Disease Education Support Group will meet
today at 4:30 in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. All interested persons are invited. For more information call , Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W„..at- 762-1278.

Breast Cancer group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet tonight at 6:30 in
the classroom at Center for Health & Wellness. For information contact Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

VFW Ladies will meet
VFW Post 6291 Ladies Auxiliary will have an organizational meeting today at 5 at the new veterans center on North
Fourth Street. Any woman who is a wife of a veteran, widow
of a veteran or daughter of a veteran is eligible to join.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet tonight at 7 at
the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat
at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.
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Al-Anon will meet tonight at 6:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there .be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo tonight from
6:30 to 9 at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray. This will
be at half price for the month of February. Funds from the
Bingo help support local. national and international charities.
For more information call 293-71g, I

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
:offer lipid profiles and blood pressure checks on Wednesday
:from 6 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at Food Giant. Murray; on Thursday from 7 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
at First United Methodist Church. Murra

Youth registration scheduled
Youth Sports Association will have T-Ball. Baseball and
Softball registratibn at wwwicsportzevents through March 21:
register at Wal-Man on March 6 from 4 to p.m.. March 7
from 4 to 9 p.m. and March 8 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; final
way to register is at Trophy Case on March 10 to 15 from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and March 16 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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STUDENTS NAMED: Calloway County Middle School's sixth
grade Students of the Month for January were Kailey Ray,
Justen Pollock, Brittany Yong and Tanner McClure. These students were chosen because of outstanding character, work
habits, behavior and cooperation with their peers and teachers.

Reception for MSU professor's
drawing exhibit on Thursday
PADUCAH, Ky. -- The
drawings of Wisconsin native
Dale Daniel Leys will be on
display in the Clemens Fine
Art Theatre Lobby Gallery at
West Kentucky Community &
Technical College Thursday
through March 28.
The public is invited to a
reception to open the exhibit
at 5 p.m. Thursday in the lobby
gallery.
A nationally exhibited Murray artist, Leys is a professor
of art at Murray State University, teaching beginning through
advanced levels of drawing.
Many of his works are inspired
by his travels to Italy and
through the southwest United
States.
Working sometimes on location and from his own photographs. Leys recreates natural
environments with a mix of
autobiographical content. Leys
works in the media of pencil,
charcoal, conic, pastel and pen
and ink wash and some mixed
media and his artwork can be
seen at www.daleleys.com.

"In all my work in diawing. I am interested in the
interrelation of events as a
means of describing time. I
am attracted to the use of simple visual structures through
which I can form a sense of
environment," Leys said. "My
drawings are particularly influenced by the fields of science,
philosophy and psychology, as
well as travel experiences and
my immediate surroundings.
Growing up near the Wisconsin coast of Lake Michigan I
had many occasions to observe
and collect the varying natural specimens that would wash
up on shore."
Two of his former students
and current WKCTC instructors will also be displaying
their works along with Leys.
C. Todd Birdsong will display
a collection of photographs and
Randy Simmons will be exhibiting recent figurative charcoal
drawings.
For more information about
the exhibit, call 270-534-3212.

for all children in Calloway
County.
Families are asked to attend
registration on March 14, Apnl
25, or May 13. For an appointment call the Preschool Head
Start office at 762-7410.
Families need to bring the
following to registration: the
child's certified birth certificate, proof of family income
for'2007 or the last 12 months
(tax forms, pay stubs with year
to date, or letter from employers, verification of child support, K-TAP, SSI and/or Social
Security), insurance card or
medical card, social security
card for the child, and a copy
of custody papers (if applicable). Children do need to attend
this registration. Children will
complete a developmental
screening while parents are
completing registration packet.
For more information, telephone 762-7410.
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DONATION MADE: luta Hutson, right, vice chair of
Woodmen o the World Lodge 728, presents a donation to the
Character Counts Essay Contest, to Effie Kemp, a member
of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

MSU's yearbook,
Shield, up for award
,Murray State University's of excellence on campus, and
yearboOk, the Shield, was just being named as a Pacemaker
announced as a finalist in-the finalist indicates that people
Associated Collegiate Press outside the university recogPacemaker Competition. The nize the outstanding work done
book was one of 15 finalists by our students," Landini said.
nationwide.
Among the other schools
The Associated Collegiate selected as finalists for this
Press is the oldest and largest year's Pacemaker Competition
national membership organiza- are University of Arkansas, Unition for college student jour- versity of Miami, University
nalists. The more than 20,000 of Illinois, Indiana University,
students who staff ACP mem- Kansas State University, Westber publications work on year- ern
Kentucky
University,
books, newspapers, magazines, Wellesley College, University
broadcast programs and online of Mississippi, Northwest Mispublications.
souri. State University, North
ACP's Pacemaker competi- Carolina State University, Unition is "college journalism's versity of Oklahoma, Univermost prestigious and oldest sity of Texas. Texas A&M Uniprize for general excellence ... versity and James Madison Uni(and] honors those who set the versity.
pace, surpassing all others,"
Winners of the Pacemaker
the organization's website said. Award will be announced in
Dr. Ann Landini, associate the fall at the ACP/College
professor in the department of Media Advisers convention in
journalism and mass commu- Kansas City, Mo.
nications at MSU, serves as
For more information about
adviser to the publication's stu- the Shield, contact the staff by
dent staff.
e-mail at
yearbook@mur"Being a Pacemaker final- raystate.edu or by phone at
ist means that the editors and 809-4495. Copies of the 2007
the staff have put in long hours Shield are still available for
to craft a book that is supe- purchase
rior in design and content," Landini said. —The staff of the
2007 Shield worked together
to create an ex,ceptional book.
and their work is4,Jseing recognized as aFiont the best in
the country."
Landini's pride in the staff
was shared by the book's ediWe attic HUM Come,tor
tor-in-chief, Jessica Jeffress, a
indlcduals without Group Coverage
junior from Mayfield. "I am so
Independent Contractors
proud of everyone on staff," /elDependents and Students
fress said. "This has been a
COBRA/Adernative
goal of ours, and to accomplish that goal is amazing. We
Sett-Employed
worked really hard to make
Small Businesses
last year's book worthwhile
Soiutors reti, r.hnices are easy lust call
from both a student and a design
standpoint, and 1 think being
Robert BIllington Jr.
named a Pacemaker finalist has
270-753-4751
proved we did just that."
robertg@themurrarnsurantifteng COM
The Shield was also a finalCsi
ist in the Pacemaker competi,
1 ..•.-4•17•1AN,
tion in 2000, 2001 and 2002,
10.3••• liwo•
and went on to receive the
Pacemaker Award each of those
years.
-The Shield has a history

Health Coverage
Made Easy.

The
Calloway
County
Preschool/ Head Start and Early
Head Start will be holding registration for children birth to
four who are interested in
attending school during the
2008-2009 school year. The
education program focuses on
the physical, intellectual, social
and emotional development of
children with activities that are
developmentally appropriate.
Children eligible for the in
school program must be three
or four by Oct. 1, 2008 and
qualify according to income
guidelines. Children with disabilities qualify regardless of
income.
Registration will be held
Friday, March 14 from 8 a.m.
until 2 p.m., Friday. April 25
from 8 a.m. until 2 p.m., and
Tuesday, May 13 from 2:45 p.m.
until 5:45 p.m. at the Calloway County Preschool, 2106A College Farm Road, Murray. This registration will be
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Wheatley named winner
in cookie competition
Amanda Wheatley was the
winner of the Cookie Contest
held Saturday at the Murray
Convention
and
Visitors
Bureau.
Wheatley swept the Cookie category with her cinnamon
sunrise cookies. She took first
place again in the Dessert
Bar category with her polka
dot bars.
Wheatley also was the overall winner of the competition
winning a gift certificate to
Sirloin Stockade.
Judges for the event were
La Dawn Hale, county extension agent for Family and Con-

sumer Services, Kim Cooper,
owner of Crumbles Bakery,
Murray and Pete Lancaster.
•
•
•
• •
•
•

•
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Our Registered •
Bridal Couples: .•
Rebecca Sparks
& Brett Sorrells

.
•

Jessica Bybee
& Seth Grogan

•

Whitney Puckett
& Philip Sollitto

..

.

Jerina Gardner .
& Rich Edwards
Courtney Cross
& Brandon Steele

•

McKnight
& Josh Dunn
•
•
Kristin Johnson
& Andrew Logar

Jessica
•

Gifts
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

•

•

••

Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey
Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henn'

Beth Ann Dunavant
•

& Justin Pounds

Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust
•
•

yin aje Rose
C.,„,,..
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- Muffins With Mom -

Photo provided

teacher at Murray Middle School,
A SHOCKING EVENT: Richard Todd. an eighth grade
the jail and judicial building The
to
grade
eighth
recently arranged a field trip for the entire
returned to school, they brought
they
When
system
judicial
the
g
classes have been studyin
en held Todd and they stunned
gentlem
a police officer and trainer with a taser stun gun Two
it
about
talk
a
gave
then
'him for five seconds Officer Tracy Guge

GREG TRAVIS Ledger & Times

s With Mom" breakfast Friday
Calloway County's East Elementary School hosted a "Muffin
nity to spend time with their
opportu
an
mothers
gave
morning at the school. The event
also hosts a "Donuts With
school
The
day.
school
the
of
ng
beginni
the
to
children pnor
a second grade student,
right,
en,
Dads" for fathers. Pictured above, Miranda Pochopi
der Madison Schoppe,
first-gra
below,
Pictured
Wells.
enjoys time with her mother. Bobbie
Amanda Jones.
mother.
their
left, and third-grader Jason Schoppe, right7 enjoy time with

Photo provided

their classmates about the Chinese
Charming Foster, right. and Jane Li share information with
New Year celebration -The Year of the Rat "

MES students learn about Chinese new year
song entitled "I love Beijing
Jane I 1. a P4 quactit
prepared
mother
Jane's
tiliK0A,irtli's t lass Ji Murray
Many
tca
fit4
and
gs
dumplin
li le me may Sl hilt)! ecently
shared
were
facts
ing
of
s
interest
tradition
and
shared ustoms
such as
the Chinese Ness Year from her along with "'traditions
and red
s
firework
red.
wearing
she
home in Bening. Chintt
ens elopes
V/ a• assisted by her mother.
Kay Ice Fang. a PA student in
Shining Moti and PI. classmate
Colson•s class, and her
Mrs
played
Jane
Channing I oster
her traditional Chinese siohn mother. Thatotin Fang. shared
eljss
, allod an erho She played a infonnation with her

mates Both were dressed in traditional Chinese costume. Mrs.
Fang provided a variety of deliIncluding
treats
cious
dumplings, egg rolls. fned rice
and fortune cookies. Mrs.
Colson read a book to her class
about the Chinese New Year
celebration. Mrs. Fang taught
the students a traditional craft making paper lanterns.

TOM'S GRILLE

Photo provided

r for
CCHS DONATION: Nancy Williams, iett, case manage
and
Murray
for
shelter
ncy
emerge
the Gentry House (the
County
y
Callowa
from
check
a
ed
present
is
y
County)
Callowa
High School Beta Club President Danielle Pritchett. The donation of $260.60 will be used to help with expenses at Gentry
House
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Photo provided
COOKING: The 4-H cooking
class met during the month
of February They prepared a
one-dish meal and made
Rice Knspie heart treats and
enjoyed a meal together
Wilda Jetton is the cooking
teacher and was assisted by
Carol Chapman and Megan
Harper The students made
shell macaroni and cheese
and placed it on their plate
as the ocean They cut hotdogs in the shape of an octopus and added green peas
and carrots as fish food then
added little goldfish to complete the ocean scene
Jacob
above.
Pictured
Oakley shows his ocean
meal at 4-H cooking class

Photo provided

STUDENT OF THE WEEK: This week's Forever
Communications and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
"Student of the Week" is Blake Lencki of Calloway County
High School He is the son of Al and Sheila Lencki Pictured
above, from left. are Rebecca Landon. Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtor, Lencki. Linda DeVoss, CCHS teacher, and
Amy Gannon. 1340 WNBS and 1130 ESPN Radio office representative

Murray
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Bush predicts
voters will 'stay
the course' with
GOP president
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President
Bush
predicted
Monday that voters will replace
him with a Republican president
who will ''keep up the tight" in
Iraq.
"I'm confident well hold the
White House in 2008," Bush
told donors at the Republican
Governors Association annual
dinner, which raised a record
510.6 million for GOP gubernatorial candidates.
"And I don't want the next
Republican president to be lonely," Bush said. "And that is why
we got to take the House, retake
the Senate, and make sure our
by
governed
are
states
Republican governors."
The pep talk came in the
midst of a presidential campaign
that largely has overshadowed
Bush's final year in office. Bush
has promised to be an active
fundraiser, and he had no trouble
slipping into enthusiastic campaign mode Monday evening.
• He said Republicans still
offer the bedrock positions that
voters embrace: strong defense.
low taxes and personal freedoms.
"When I say I'm confident, I
am so because I understand the
mentality ofthe American people," Bush said. "And I understand the mentality of our candidates. And there's no question in
my mind, with your help, 2008
is going to be a great year."
• Democratic governors have a
2g-22 edge nationally, having
regained a majority in 2006 after
12 years of GOP dominance.
Eleven seats are up this year.
The Republican governors
still. have the financial edge,
with the Republican Governors
Aisociation raising $22 million
last year. to $13 million for its
Democratic counterpart. That

includes $9 million cash on
hand for the RGA, compared to
$7 million for the Democratic
Governors Association.
In Congress, Democrats took
control of the House and Senate
in 2006. Bush has sought to
remain relevant through his veto
power and bully pulpit.
On Iraq, he pledged Monday
that he would use his remaining
time in office to make whatever
decisions are needed to "make
sure that we succeed in Iraq."
The country has long grown
weary of the war, although economic concerns have overtaken
Iraq as the top concern among
voters. ,
"I believe the American people understand that success in
Iraq is necessary for the longterm security of the American
people," Bush said. "And we
will elect somebody to the
White House who will keep up
the fight to make sure Iraq is
secure and free."
Republican governors, as
chief executives and effective
fundraisers, see themselves as
the key to turning around their
party.
Four of the last five presidents, including the current one,
were governors.
One former Republican governor, Mike Huckabee of
Arkansas, remains in the presidential race, but the next president is all but certain to come
from the Senate — Republican
John McCain, or. Democrats
Barack Obama or Hillary
Rodham Clinton.
About 1,4(X) people attended
the event at • the cavernous.
National Building Museum,
where they dined on grilled
shrimp, spring rolls, gumbo and
crab cakes before filtering into
an adjacent room to hear Bush.

Photo provided

Shown are graduates from the Kentucky State Police Academy

Murray's White among state police graduates
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The Kentucky
State Police Academy graduated its first
class in more than two years recently with
62 state trooper cadets receiving diplomas at
ceremonies in Frankfort. Their addition to
the force brings the agency's strength to a
total of 961 sworn officers serving the citizens of the Commonwealth.
In addressing the new troopers, Lt. Gov.
Daniel Mongiardo praised their commitment
to public service. "No profession is more
essential to our quality of life than law
enforcement," he noted."Without safety and
security, nothing else, is possible. Your
efforts touch our daily lives and help keep
the fabric of society together. What you do is
of tremendous value and we thank you for
it."
The new troopers included four women,
three African Americans and one Hispanic.
Their training included more than 1,000
hours of classroom and field study in subjects such as constitutional law,juvenile and
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Fort Campbell soldier
killed in Iraq explosion

since the last cadet class graduated in
December of 2005," Brewer added."We are
encouraged by the addition of this new
group of troopers to replenish our ranks."
Several members of the class earned special recognitions including valedictorian
Richard Russell, of Hazard. Ky., and salutatorian Joshua Cummings, of Albany, Ky.
Jeffrey Ayres, of Clarksville, Tenn., received
the Ernie Bivens Award, an honor presented
to the cadet who, in the opinion of the
Kentucky State Police Academy staff supported by input from the cadets themselves,
distinguishes themself as a class leader,
strives for academic excellence and has
excelled in all phases of the academy's
physical and vocational training.
Those assigned to Post 1 in Mayfield
include jason Clark, Eric Fields, Jon Pagan,
Jonathan Paull, Anthony Trotter, Byron
White and Alison Wonuner.
White is from Murray.

•Justice speaks ...
From Front

'Mismanagement is a big
problem and that is why I have
always said that what every law
office needs is a real strong,
domineering, overbearing, old
secretary," he said with a grin.
"One that will just kick the
lawyer's butt if he don't get
there on time."
But ,Cunningham said, character flaws creep into every profession.
"All the character flaws that
human nature is prone to is in
every profession and there is not
a lot we can do about that. But I
do think there is a lot we can do
with other causes of lawyer
problems," he said.
However, Cunningham said
the one mistake that has hurt the
legal profession the most is not
lawyers who are charged with
unethical conduct such as bilking a client on fees and awards,
but those who practice "bad bedside manners" and neglect their
AP
primary duty — the interest of
President Bush speaks at the 2008 Republican Governors their clients.
"I think the public recognizes
Association gala at the National Building Museum, Monday in
Washington.
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traffic law, use of force, weapons training,
defensive tactics, first aid, high speed vehicle pursuit, criminal investigation, survival
Spanish, computer literacy, hostage negotiations, evidence collection, radio procedures,
search and seizure, crash investigation, drug
identification, traffic control, crowd control,
armed robbery response, land navigation,
electronic crimes, sex crimes, hate crimes,
domestic violence, bomb threats and hazardous materials.
"This class started a 23-week training
cycle on Sept. 29, 2007 with 92 cadets and
faced daily challenges that required intelligence, physical stamina, sacrifice and a deep
commitment to service," said KSP
Commissioner Rodney Brewer. "Due to
these demands, the attrition rate was high,
but the end result will ,be better trained
troopers in the field. Each one of these
cadets deserves a salute for achieving this
goal."
"Seventy-eight troopers have retired

ARDMORE, Okla.(AP) — His knack for drawing and love of
history could've landed Pfc. Micheal Phillips in college. but he had
told his parents he wanted to be GI Joe when he grew up.
Phillips fulfilled his dream, but he lost his life.
The 19-year-old died Sunday morning near Baghdad after the
vehicle he was in was hit by an explosive device, his family said.
Phillips. a member of the 101st Airborne based in Fort Campbell,
Ky., died in the attack, but the other men in the Humvee escaped
with minor injuries, said his mother, Anglia Phillips. who was
informed of his death Sunday afternoon.
"He was a hero," Anglia Phillips said. "What I've heard from his
squad is that he was an excellent soldier who was always trying to
improve himself and was always willing to go the extra mile. He's
more of a man than most will be."
Micheal Phillips had written to his family and former teachers at
Ardmore High School while serving in Iraq. When he was home on
leave. Phillips visited his 18-year-old brother and other students at
school.
"He had an infectious smile." said Jake Falvey, assistant principal at Ardmore High School. "He was an outgoing kid, and you
could see the maturity in him. he had grown up quite a bit."
Micheal Phillips was an astute student who loved history and ran
track and cross country. He excelled at drawing and had been
offered admission to the San Francisco An Institute, his mother said.
But serving his country meant more than going to college, she
said.
"He came home one day and said he wanted to join the Army,and
we got in the car and went down to the recruiting station," Anglia
Phillips said. "He said terrorism was like a virus. It had to be
stopped. It had to be contained."
She said her son was re-enlisting to join for two more years.
"He didn't want to leave his squad, his guys," she said.
Plans for a memorial service are pending.

that like mechanics or doctors or
lawyers there are bad apples in
every group, but those are not
the cases that give us the worst
image. It's us ethical lawyers
that do a shoddy job," he said.
"We never get to the point to
where we do anything unethical,
but we fail to return phone calls,
fail to keep their clients advised
on their cases or overcharge or
take bad cases.
"When we take the bad case
and they turn sour on us, especially when we are suffering
from burnout, we tend to let that
case drag and drag. Delay is the
most insidious nemesis that we
have as far as the image people
have of the court system."
According to Kentucky's
Lawyer Discipline Report Card
2006, the state has been given a
grade of "C+" for efficiency in
disciplining lawyers by HALT,
an organization for legal reform.
The state was ranked 13th of the
50 states for taking action concerning the disciplining of
lawyers but received and "F" in
promptness.
According to the report,

which is based on statistics provided by the American Bar
Association's Survey on Lawyer
Discipline Systems. the KBA
takes an average of 13 months to
bring formal charges against an
errant lawyer and an additional
year to impose sanctions should
cause be found. Less than 3 percent of investigated cases were
reported to lead to public sanctions and non-lawyers have only
a symbolic role in the disciplinary decision-making process
on a review board comprised
primarily of attorneys.
However HALT officials
noted that the state has risen
from 48 in the U.S. to 13 since
2002 for action taken to make
the lawyer disciplinary process
publicly "transparent" during
the four year period.
Statistics concerning the
number of disciplinary cases
filed against Kentucky lawyers
and the number actually sanctioned were not immediately
unavailable this morning.
Citing sources that point to "a
crisis in morale" as at the bottom
of the legal profession's waning

public image, Cunningham said
lawyers must look back to what
motivated them to engage in the
legal profession when they first
started law school and get back
their desire to make a difference
for the better in America's justice system by being excited
about serving people.
"What is the answer to the
crisis? ...and I do call it a 'crisis,— he said. "What we need
today are happy lawyers ... but
how many lawyers do you know
that are happy doing-what they
are doing? What is it that
charges you? What is it that
drives you and lifts you up?" he
asked. "If each and every lawyer
here could recapture that excitement that you felt at that
moment you were told you
passed the bar, if you could capture that excitement at that time
and put it in a bottle and every
now and then when you feel
dragged down and burnout, just
take a little swig, there would be
no problem with burnout. There
would be no problem with being
a happy lawyer."
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Is years age
Published is a picture of students from area schools at District
Cowl Judge Leslie Eurches' courtroom who swore to read a book
on March I. birthday of famed
cluldren's author. Dr Suess. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane
picture iit
Also published is
Larry Wurth. Jeremy Toombs and
('asey Naher camped Ill !WM id
the new Burger King Restaurant
in Murray on Feb 24 ftie three
Murray State University students
sip' to hase the first
started heir
whopper at the restaurant at nod night The photo was hi, Stall Photographer Bernard Kane
20 years ago
Published is a 1,1,Iurc 11 a gr,,up
of modcrn-dai, lutitheritien clearing trees last weekend at 12th and
Main Streets MUrT.I.S Ihey were
Welton 1..ine and Danni, Newcomb
bUSI
clearing ground 1,4 a
nes% i r wand Hs parking lart Ilic
hi> Stall Photographer
pilot.
Das ul liak
Births reported include a b0,
(a , Penny and Jerry Rowe. Feb.
2;
Murray State University Racers
won 79-78 and Lady Racers won
101-74 over Eastern Maroons. High
scorers for Murray were Jeff Martin and Sheila Smith
30 years ago
Winners of C'alloway County
Kentucky Education Association
Spelling Bee were Marie Brantley.
eighth grader at East Elementary.
first, Rema Peeler. seventh grader
M North Elementary. second. and
Lisa Holsapple. fourth grader at
Southwest Elementary. third. The
event was held in the office of
Calloway County Board of Education. The photo was by Staff Pilo;tographer Lowell Atchley
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs Van Allen. Fels
21.

45 years ago
Carnet Corporation has leased
the building, formerly occupied by
Maremont Corp. on East Main
Street for a small manufacturing
operation The operation will begin
in April with Paul Engle as manager who is pictured with H Glenn
Doran, chairman of the Industrial
Foundation. and James Johnson.
executive secretary, and Robert
Perry. president, of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Eddie
Collie
Margaret Faye Brandon and
Army Specialist 4th Class James
A Gibson were married f-eh 9
50 years ago
A general sales meeting of the
lappan Company will be held in
Murray on March 3, according to
Verne Kyle. general manager of
Muria> Manufacturing C'ompany
and local producer of Tappan gas
'hi% is the first meeting
ranges
art a national scale to be held in
Murrai,
Shirley Joyce Chiles. daughter
of Dr and Mrs. FTC ('hues of
Murray. and student at Murray
State College, presented a piano
recital on Feb. 24 in the recital
hall of fine arts center at MSC.
Murray State College Racers
woo 66-55 over Tennessee Tech
Golden Eagles with Quitman Sullins
high scorer for Murray.
60 years ago
Clarence W. Mitchell has started his duties as sods assistant with
the Calloway County Extension
Service.
In high school basketball games.
Murray Training Colts won 49-45
CACI' Kirksey Eagles with high scorers being Boy for Colts and Wilson for Eagles; Murray Tigers won
42-12 over Lone Oak with high scorers being Clark and Hargis for
Tigers. Almo Warriors won 52-32
over Farmington with high scorer
being Thompson for Warriors

COMICS / FEATURES
Being one of the guys is
insulting to many gals

Murray Ledger & flow,

Don't sweat
it out

He should
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am Niaspan temporarily.
DEAR ABBY: I had to a guy, I would, however, not
l, howPravacho
the
continue
proba
about
you
writing to
wnte regarding the letter from let it ruin my meal if it haphas been expe- ever. If this simple remedy stops
husband
my
lem
physiciab
"Disgruntled in Lompoc:, Calif."
riencing for several months. He the night sweats, his
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testing
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wakes
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off
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It
night covered in sweat.
ring to her and her lady mends - my 11th Edition says in black
may wish to try some
band
experisweats
night
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similar
and white that "guy' can refer
as 'guys.'
by other therapy, such as omegaenced
Well, 3,000 miles away, I, to 'any person' when used
or flaxseed oil in conjuncy
man
Wu, AM sick colloquially. Frankly. I found
tion with the Pravachol. If the
sal
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looked
to death of it so surprising that
night sweats continue, your huswomen.
being called in the Amencan Heritage Colband should follow through with
41,
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He
a guy. When lege Dictionary to see if there
exam and testing by his prian
great
in
it happens to was agreement, and it also
mary care physician.
cal
physi
me. I tell my states: "Informal (ital.): PerDEAR DR. GOTT: 1 am a
shape, has
server that sons of either sex.' Read on:
71-year-old female. I have been
triglychigh
DEAR ABBY: As I have
last
'the
erides and taking Actonel for four years
told my ESL students, 'guys"
time
sever- but am worried about it. My
Dr. Gott takes
I is acceptable colloquial Englooked,
medica- doctor and dentist say I should
al
was NOT a lish. In the singular. it refers
tions (Nias- continue to take it because the
Dear Abby guy!'
By
Some- to a male, of course. Howevpan, half an only problem I could have was
Dr. Peter Gott
times they er, in the plural it may refer
I -mil- if I needed a tooth pulled, and
By Abigail
get it -- to males, males and females,
ol) even then it's probable that
Pravach
and
ligram aspirin
Van Buren
happen anysometimes or even just females. -- NICK
He also has borderline hyper- nothing bad would
LONGO, RACINE, WIS.
not.
is trying to con- way. I would greatly apprecihe
that
tension
DEAR ABBY: Almost 40
ate your input on this matter.
I notice that on some of
trol with diet.
college
DEAR READER: Actonel
the TV shows I watch, even years ago, my wife's
whether
The sweats happen
her for
comwomen refer to a group of roommates would tease
medication or not. and similar medications are
his
takes
he
guys.'
people as 'guys.' I hate it — using the phrase "you
to appear more on monly prescribed for patients
seem
They
central
Unfortunateand would, ask you, with your (My wife was born in
days when he has exercised with osteoporosis.
chums
college
Our
have
ia.)
Californ
bring
to
e,
influenc
de
worldwi
hard. Is this a sign of ly, these drugs may
very
the issue forward. We are NOT were all from down South.
of health problem? unpleasant side effects, includtype
some
If familiar (perhaps overly
ing, rarely, destruction of the
"guys," we are 'people" or
What can he do about it?
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I'm
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from
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heard
I
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sister, have
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band be examined and tested out any side effects. I
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edged rather than to be called did, but the girls just sat there.
While awaiting his appointment, the guidance of your doctor.
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he may wish to discontinue the
",Y'all" if I wanted the 'whole
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I hope "Disgruntled' isn't too
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fly The Associated Press
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'1 AM
13
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1 Light rain
5 Garden intruder
9 Rapper Tone —
12 Nonstop
13 Exercise
system
14 Bowl over
15 Ancient harps
17 Hot pepper
19 Really
21 Smaller
22 Wearing
something
24 Lend — ear
25 Chem lab
meas
26 Sci-fi computer
27 Street crosser
29 Tummy muscle
31 Freudian
subjects
32 Concerning
33 — a premium
34 -Who
lioratiusr
35 Rich —
C oesus
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36 Most prudent
38 40-cup brewer
39 Flit about
40 Guff St
41 Dolphin
habitats
42 Phillips
University town
44 Royal
residence
46 Pasta choice
48 Glazed goody
51 Common
contraction
52 Damp and chilly
54 Arm bone
55 Barbie s beau
56 Needle holes
57 Pitcher Nolan
DOWN
1 Funnyrnan
-- Brooks
2 Dorm coverer
3 Soap operas
4 General
d rection
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5 Cheyenne s st
6 Time of the
mammals
7 By Jove'
8 24 hours
9 Narrow streets

10 Has
rge
11 Average
grades
16 Pierre's St
18 Fashion
magazine
20 Chalet
features
22 'Wool' on day
sheep
23 Aberdeen kids
ryyddrcyog
5 Svtera
27
2
28"%itpe of spray
29 Ps`tchics may
see it
30 Storage
compartments
34 Regal
36 Dry riverbed
37 Actress — May
39 Inclined
41 Use a Boll° pad
42 Estrada or
Satie
43 Basilica area
44 Run the stereo
4
7 Keats
45
ea opusopus
49 Ms Merkel
50 Sunbathe
53 Midwestern St
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Kennedy well aware of Racers' weaknesses
MSU HEAD COACH ADDRESSING TEAM'S PROBLEMS IN THE PAINT
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
With the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament just a week away and thoughts
of clinching a No. 2 seed and having a
first round home game dancing in the
Racers membrane, there are a couple of
things Billy Kennedy will have to check
off his list before the second-year head
coach can worry about any of that.
Kennedy will have to stomach the
fact that the Racers lost by 17 points to
Iridiana State — all coming off the heels
of the fact that MSU had a 17-point
lead in the first half.
The loss was the second worst in the
Regional Special Events Center era, falling
rust short of a 23-point loss the Racers

suffered in the 2000-01 season when
they lost to Tennessee Tech on Feb. 22,
94-71.
Prior to that, the only other sour taste
for MSU was a 14-point loss to Gardner-Webb back on Jan. 5 in the 200102 campaign.
And as MSU turns its attention to
the Golden Eagles Thursday in Cookeville,
Tenn., Kennedy addressed the issue of
trying to shore up his team in the front
court and trying to establish some toughness at that position during his weekly
press conference Monday.
"You have to overcome it," Kennedy
said of his team's toughness ability."Tough
teams do and that's the question with
our team right now. Are we tough enough"

Tennessee Tech, at this point, is 1218 overall and 9-10 in the OVC and
would likely play Austin Peay in the
first round of the tournament as the No.
1 vs. No. 8 seed. The Eagles are fighting with Tennessee State (9-9) and Samford (9-9) for the No. 7 spot with just
two games left on the docket.
At this point, Murray State's first
round opponent is still up in the air.
Kennedy said Indiana State "exposed"
his team in the paint Saturday and the
fact that his team struggled against teams
that have post guys and teams that are
able to get the ball in the paint is an
area of concern as the Racers make the
trek to Tennessee State.
II See RACERS, 2B

4th DISTRICT TOURNAMENT: CALLOWAY 67, MURRAY HIGH 27

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Jody Adams will try to end the MSU women's basketball
team's 1-30 record on the road at Cookeville Thursday
night. In the meantime, she feels the girls are playing their
best basketball after beating Eastern Illinois and Samford
on back-to-back tries.

I Scream
You Scream

Adams looks to
put end to road
woes at TTU

CALLOWAY'S WIN
- OVER M HS

EARNS TEAM TRIP
TO DAIRY QUEEN
Ely TOMMY DILLARD
Writer
As if Calloway County hadn't already asserted its dominance over crosstown rival
Murray twice this season, they
got one last chance to do so
in the first round of the 4th
District Tournament at Marshall County Monday night.
It was the same old song
And dance this time around,
as the Lady Lakers put Murray away early with an 18-1
first-quarter run. Calloway
scored transition baskets by
the bucketful and forced 25
Lady Tiger turnovers en route
to a 67-27 first-round rout that
earned them a title-game
Matchup with either Marshall
County or Community Christian Thursday night.
• For the Lady Lakers, there
Was more at stake than just a
third consecutive appearance
in the district title game — there
was long-awaited ice cream.
"We had a personal goal
on the defensive end tonight
and we reached that goal. st
coach (Troy) Webb has to pay
up and buy some ice cream
when Dairy Queen opens in
Murray on Saturday," head
coach Scott Sivills joked after
the win.
The added incentive led to
what Sivills called his squad's
best win over Murray in its
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
three tries this season. The
Lady Lakers shot 52 percent Calloway County center Rachel Adams goes up for a shot against Murray defendfrom the field while holding ers Leah Dieleman (left) and Sarah Crouch. Adams scored a game-high 21 points
Murray to 22 percent and near- and came up one rebound shy of a double-double in the Lady Lakers' 67-27 rout
ly doubled up the Lady Tigers of Murray Monday night. (Below) Murray guard Sarah Crouch attempts a short-range
on the boards, grabbing 43 shot on Calloway County's Shelby Webb. Crouch got to the foul line on the attempt
rebounds to Murray's 23.
and scored four points for the Lady Tigers,
"I was very pleased," Sivills
said. "I thought we were very and grabbing three steals, earnefficient offensively. We were ing postgame praise from
aggressive defensively early Sivills.
"We didn't do a very good
on, got some deflections and
some steals that led to scores. job with Sam," he said. "She
We got the game uptempo like was trying to push the ball
we wanted it and got the kids tonight and she had to hold
in a nice rhythm, a nice prime the reins because we weren't
running the floor very well,
offensively."
A layup by Lady Tiger soph- but Sam was challenging them
omore Sarah Crouch gave Mur- to do that and we got some
ray a 2-1 lead in the early- transition baskets."
Sivills urged his team to
going, but that was the only
advantage the black and gold get in transition early in the
would enjoy. Back-to-hack game, shouting at his squad
jumpers from Lady Laker to push the ball whenever a
standouts Kayla Cunningham defensive rebound fell into
and Rachel Adams put the reg- Lady Laker hands.
As usual. Murray struggled
ular-season district champs
hack in front and sparked an to get the ball upcourt on Cal18-3 run to finish out the quar- loway's taller defenders. The
ter and ultimately put the game Lady Tigers were able to get
on ice for the Lady Lakers. to the free-throw line in the
who won their 19th game out second half, but squandered
those opportunities as well,
of their last 20.
Adams scored a game-high hitting just 10-of-24 from the
21 points and came up one charity stripe.
"Same story, different day."
rebound shy of a double-double, while also sending back Murray head coach Rechelle
four Lady Tiger shots. Point Turner said of her squad's freeguard Sam Butts was in scor- throw shooting performance.
'rig mode, putting up 11 points
•See DISTRICT, 2B

FIRST YEAR COACH THINKS
TEAM IS PLAYING BEST
BASKETBALL IN FEBRUARY

Sports

By MICHAEL -DANN
Sports Editor
Jody Adams has been on the
job for a little over 11 months
now.
Still, the first year Murray
State women's basketball coach
is stilt learning as she goes.
Like looking at the Racers'
recent road woes at Tennessee
Tech.
Entering Thursday night's
Ohio Valley Conference showdown in Cookeville, Tenn., MSU
is 1-30 all-time at the Eblen
Center with the one and only
win coming on Feb. 27 in 1993.
Adams is hoping to change
all of that as her squad has
reeled off back-to-back wins over
the Valley's se'Cond-place team
the last two times out.'
On Saturday, Murray State
smacked Samford to the tune
of 74-64. A week earlier, The
Racers clipped Eastern Illinois
62-59.
The Racers (13-5 in the OVC)
sit one game out of second
place behind Samford (14-4) and
will play a Tennessee Tech (712)
squad that Adams calls "hungry" and "will scrap for 40 minutes."

"This last game was a great
win for our team," Adams said
Monday in her weekly press
conference. "To see our, upperclassmen play the way they
played, there wasn't a sign of
being scared or 'were goiitg:
lose this'.
' "I thought by looking in their
faces and the changes we had
to make as a staff, they adapted to the changes and there was
a sign of determination in this
team."
Adams . is hoping that determination parlays against a Golden Eagle team that Adams knows
you can't look past.
"I respect what they do, she
said. "They are a team that is
very hungry and is in need of
a win."
Adams maintains that her
focus Thursday will come from
all facets of a game plan as
they face a multi-dimensional
'ITU team.
• "They have post players that
can shoot the three," she said.
"They also can post up,so they're
very versatile. Their guards have
been pushing the ball Coast to
coast. If you don't slow them
•See MSU,2B

Ni1

Racers grab one-shot
lead in Birmingham
HINTEREGGER, MCKINNEY,
LAGERRORG FIRE 79s IN FIRST ROUND
Staff Report
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The
Murray State women's golf squad
took a one-shot
lead into the final
round of the Ann
Rhoades Invitational when play
began today.
Capitalizing on
HIntereger a patr of 79's in
the opening round
from Alexandra
Hinteregger,
Megan McKinney
Caroline
and
Lagerborg, The
Racers fired a 317
team score MonLowborn day at Timberline
Golf Club in
Birmingham. Ala.,
and have a oneshot lead over
Samford at 318.
Berry College.
is in third at 321.
while Monteval-

A
•

3- 2- 1.

lo College was in fourth at:
Fellow Racer cohorts Betheay
Yates fired an 80 and Andrea
Downer carded an 81.
Morgan Bell of Montevallo
is the leader with a 74.
The Racers also have four
players competing in Birmingham as individuals.
Calloway County's Kaysin
Hutching and Ashley Yates, of
Hickman County, each carded
an 83, while Joyce Trus had an
84 and Sara Seay carded a 90.
A win Tuesday would be the
Racers' best finish this year. In
the fall season, MSU finished
third out of 14 teams at the
Arkansas State lady Indian Classic.
The event hosted by Birmingham Southern is the kick oft
for the Racers spring 2008 season. The Racers next event will
be their own, the NewWave
Communication Racer Classic,
March 3-4 at Miller Memorial
Golf Course.
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Brown getting it done
SENIOR SCORING AT WILL IN MONTH OF FEBRUARY FOR RACERS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
There is the Angela Brown
from the first half of the Murray State women's basketball
schedule and then there is the
Angela Brown from the last
half of the Racers' season slate.
If you ask Jody Adams, the
MSU head coach will take the
latter Brown.
TO borrow a line from UPS.
"What has Brown done for
you?" One only has to look
at what she has contributed in
the month of February.
But because of her I3-point,
10-rebound performance against
Samford Saturday night, Brown
was named Ohio Valley Conference Newcomer of the Week.
It was the second doubledouble of the season for the
senior transfer from Old Dominion and she came up strong
for the Racers in the second
half, by scoring nine of her
13 points and grabbing eight
rebounds as MSU knocked off
Samford 74-64.
"Thank goodness the old
Angela isn't here right now
and I hope she's not coming
back." Adams jokingly said at
Monday's press conference. "I
have to give a lot of credit to
(assistant coach) Rob (Cross)

KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Monday s Scones
By The Associated Press
Boys Elaslistbsd
lit District First Round
Gu 67
•
2nd District First Round
T Lgriniari68 Rediand 45
3rd District First Round
62 Ballard Memorial 55
4th Dietnct First Round
Marshall Co 106 Community Chnsaan
iPaclucah142
7th Madrid First Round
Madisonintle•Nonn liopkins 76.
Cad:well Co 52
16th District First Round
Metcalle Co 65 Clinton Co 54
1816 District First Round
Green Co 61 Caverna 58
22nd District First Round
Lou InxiLiors 88 Evangel Christian 55
24th District First Round
Norm Bonin 48 Bultat Central 46
27111 District First Round
Lou Ballard 92. Lou Waggoner 70
Lou Seneca 58 Lou Tnnity SO
32nd District First Round
Senor, Kenton 74 Grant Co 63
Walton- Verona 71 Williamstown 5
33rd District First Round
Ityle 66 Heritage Academy 41
3416 District First Round
'dee Madonna 62 Ludlow 59
3716 District First Round
Calvary Christian 53 Sayer Grove 49
31111 District First Round
riirviieton Co 70 Harrison Co 68
39th District First Round
Augusta Si, Bracken Co 51
40th District First Round
Mioilgomery Co 79 Pans 39
43rd District First Round
Christian 75 Leo Latayelte 61
45th District First Round
Danville 80 Ky School for the Deal 53
50th District First Round
,abin 83 Williamsburg 50
53rd District First Round
or.h..r Courtly Central 51 Jottni.irts
56th District First Round
stai Co 65 Owsiey Co 62
57th District First Round
'.heidon Clark 78 I astreno or Co ."
60th District Firet Round
11061 91 Fisinst
63r0 District First Round
cs,ell I
4
,treenta,( o,
Girls Basketball
Round
1st District First
V tdlon Co 651 V uthat City 25
2nd District First Round
Paducah Tagtimac '1 lick-Sand 34
3rd District First Round
Mary 44
rIrire, Cu 57
4th Metric* First Round
Murray 27
6th District First Round
Webster Co 43 Union Cr, 1,6
7th District First Round
itoiii.ris Co Central fill Caldwell Co

Ohio Co 80 Murata-0*N South 34
11111 District First Round
Hancock Co 49 Breckinridge Co 37
Meade Co 82 Frederick Frain) 11
12th District First Round
Edmonson Co 54 Butler Co 40
Grayson Co 58 whitesvilie Toraty 49
1$01 DistrIct First Round
Fro:Klan-Simpson 79 Russeilvale 37
111116 District First Round
Giasgow 53 Monroe Co 49
11116 District First Round
Cumberland Co 73 Clinton Co 55
17th INstrict First Round
John Horde, 67 Fort Knox 37
1111th District First Round
Han Co 103 Cavema 53
21st District First Round
Lou Valley 62 Beth Haven 58
23rd District First Round
Lou Brown 42 Lou Portland Christian
41
Lou Shawnee 58 Lou St Frances 23
2416 District First Round
Elution Central 50 Lou Southern 24
25th District First Round
Lou DuPont Manual 74 Lou
Collegiate 18
Lou Mercy 71 Lou Male 57
26th District First Round
Lou Atherton 53 Whitefield Academy

8th District First Round
Christian Co 82 Foil Camptirdi 23
iiiseonsolle 57 University Heights 44
9th District First Round
Owensboro 55
• teenttbiao Catholic 59 Dayiess Utt
10111 District First Round
Miihwintier9 Noah 74 Mit ea. co

52
30th District First Round
Shelby Co 64 Eminence 9
33rd District First Round
Boone Co 55 Pyle 37
Conner 78 St Henry 53
34th District First Round
Ludlow 47 Vats Madonna 40
37th District First Round
Calvary Christian 44 Silver Grove 23
39th District First Round
Bra, ken Co 48 St Patrick 44
40th District First Round
Montgomery Co 72 Bourbon Co 51
4716 District First Round
Casey Co 59 Pulaski Co 32
Rockcastle Co 61 Somerset 52
48th District First Round
Wayne Co 67 McCreary Central 29
49th District First Round
Clay Co 70 ..'..cicson Co 54
5191 District First Round
Barbourville 57 Knox Central 51
52nd District First Round
Cawood 52 Bell Co 43
Cumberland 52 Evans 33
53rd District First Round
Knott Co Ceetral 51 June Buchanan
45
54th District First Round
oshe Co 65 Ha/8rd 55
55th District First Round
Breathm Co 97 Jackson Cie/ 22
Wolfe Co 84 Rrverside Christian 51
56th District First Round
Powell Co 50 Lee Co 44
57th District First Round,
Magoltin Co 65 Lawrence Co Si
60th District First Round
Pike Co Central 70 Pianst 16
91st District First Round
Beth Co 48 Menders Co 43
Rowan Co 75 Fleming Co 67
62nd District First Round
West Carter 46 East Caner 42
63rd District First Round
Russell 51 Leviers Co 42
64th District First Round
Floyil Co 62 Hose He Christian 46

He's done a great job with
Angela and Pam (Bell) and
paying a lot of attention to the
two of them in practice.
"They've just been getting
a ton of reps. I think when
Angela and Pam get deep in
the paint, they do a great job
of scoring with the basketball.
They get those reps every day
and they're having to go against
the defense every day."
In the month of February,
Brown is averaging 9.5 points
and 6.3 rebounds per game in
Murray State's six games this
month, where the Racers have
gone 5-1. Brown is shooting
64.9 percent from the field
(24-for-37) in February and 9for- 10 (.900) from the line.
She is also averaging 1.5
blocked shots per game.
In conference play, she is
averaging 7.2 points, 5.9
rebounds and 1.7 blocked shots
per game, shooting 54.7 percent(58-for-107)from the field.
The Racers will play at Tennessee Tech on Thursday. before
returning home to the Regional Special Events Center to
host UT Martin on Saturday.
Saturday will also be Senior
Night, where Brown, along with
Gerraca Matthews, Shaleea
Petty and Alaina Lee will all
be honored.

AP Prep

BOYS
FPV Red TP
Rank-School
1 Let Bryan Station(8)26-2106
5-3 85
Catholic(2)2
2 Lexington
-25-4 82
3 Mason Co
4 University Heights11)25-4 66
-18-1063
5 Scott Co
6 Lou Jeftersontown -22-4 60
-26-2 47
7 Holmes
-21-3 20
8 Elliott Co
-22-4 16
9 Lou PRP
-21-5 13
Male
10 Lou
Others receiving votes: Lou Eastern
11 Corbin 8 Paintsville 6. Muhlenberg
North 6 Paducah Tilghman 4.
Madisonville-North Hopkins 4 Lex Paul
Dunbar 3 Henderson Co 2 George
Rogers Clark 1 Owensboro 1 Marshall
Co. 1,

MICHAEL DANN

Fron. Page 113
a good foul
t
shooting team all !.e.tr and that
xiiiitinued tonight When ,xou're
tumble '.coring to begin
v.ith. and then xoti can't make
free throus, ti arises a lot of
problems lor siru
I-or the I ..ady I iget•, tt st as
n t exactlx hirst thc!. V• Anted then
seam ill it rChid MUITali had stir Ira11
iletclistiC 1111pfi is Cflletil
itt games against tailink.a,,

Slarshall County late in the reg
lliat season. but the I ails 1 ak cis last %tan ensured that there
would he is i drama lit this title
the Latb I tgCrs locus turns
, to immix einem in the till
mix.
season. and linnet sax. it's up

"But these kids are going to
have to become better indiv idual players tor us to become
better leant and that's on them,
to get in the guy m and v r irk
and get better"
I-or Callins as. the i If S.C.ISOn
is the farthest thing trom jhc
minds of the Lady Laker%
A..urninr Marshall gets past
'CA. Calloway it II IF) 10 make
It three straight against the Lady
Marshals on lhursuias inght.
tAith

I.irst

seeding in next weeks'
Region Tournament at

stake
Murray
asteay Co

5
19

7
16

7 --27
8
13 19 67

to her team, all of whom return
next seaxon except S4:11111t te14.1.‘17

le Diernan 8
Murray (15-12)
Winchester 4 Sa Crouch 4 Armstrong
3 Ronson 3 McClure TI Perry 2
I 10 Ft 10-24
FO 837 3-pt
Turnovers. 25 Fouls:
Rebounds

Maria James, io determine host
good they can he DeN1 sear
" "1 think you have to look
at it and be glad you have
ev cry orw etistling hac k.- she said

20
Calloway Co (25-S) — Adams 21
^97,anl 13 Beats 11 Fields 9
(-.^^,
Starts S Fox 4 Jones 2 McCuston 2
FO • .• Sc) 3-91: 1 6 FT: ¶425
Rebounds 43 Turnovers- 19 Fouls

I

3
t-4
I

•Racers
From Page 18
Kennedy will try to figure
out a way to put the clamps
on the Eagles talented tandem
of Amadi McKim/sc. a 6-footsenior forward
7.
and Daniel Northern, a 6-footjunior
210-pound
9,
forward/center.
Last time out, in an 81-67
home win over ITU back on
Jan 24. Northern got 19 points,
while McKenne dropped 12.
"It's been something that we
were afraid of all year.- Kennedy
said of the Racers' problems
in the paint "It's been a concern. At times, were able to
hide it. At times. we're able

play te.mis that don't make
an effort to go inside against

to

Stag Ismotoolvesor
The Murray Ledger & Times wants
you to share your photographs of
people in our community at work,
at school and at play.
Adana phrofo3 101 OW %<er,e In the(ommonth o.age please
i
bsell as the name Of evef soot.
rnt (he (fate plat r cug.ini7alion on group
the
01 photos %spit appeal her JUS1P of space
14 a(1.1 1.11r,
,
r; thy 011010 0
there I, ru, irtofanfre 011,011t0on>5 1.11 be pubhihrd
hi-

111.iS he submitted to
las letigeccons in .1 pre, format.

I )ixital photo': It es

Print pholm: xtas he ciropf)ed off at the Ledge, office
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placement as the Valley's No 2
Billy Kennedy and the Racers look to maintain their
and close out Ole season at
Thursday
on
Tech
ee
team when they travel to Tenness
.
Saturday
on
Martin
UT
home against

.171:11717=1„i
I

Basketball Pell

LOUISVILLE Ky (AP, — The top teams
in the Kentucky Associated Press high
school basketball polls with first-plane
voles records total points and previous
rankings

•District

3

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8 Times

women's
Angela Brown (54), senior forward for the MSU
basketball team, is averaging 9 5 points and 6.3 rebounds
in the month of February

mailed to PO Box 1040,

us. Those are the times we
win.
"Thursday present's a tough
matchup for us. We did a good
job against them last time. We
were able to outwore them. Tyler
Holloway had 21 points and
we have to have production from
him in order to win."
Holloway had no points and
just two assists, logging 27
minutes against the Sycamores.
And for the juniOr sharpshooter, who seems tel he in a bit
of a funk the last couple of
times out. Kennedy said it's
time for him to conic out.
"One,teams are guarding him
a little different this late into
tbc year. Two, that flu really
knocked him down He lost
seven or eight pounds. He's
added an injury that has to
require some attention at the
end of the season. But because
01 the tlu, we have to get him

going again. We have to have
him playing his hest nght now."
One remedy for the Racer
Nation will be what Kennedy
does in the offseason. He
addressed the importance of
going out and getting some big
men in the offseason, which
will he the coach's main emphasis.
"It's all about players. We'll
sign two post guys. we've
already signed one (Ivan Aska).
We plan on signing two more.
We'll sign two that can play.
either the four or the five. We
Want to have three new post
players next year. two for sure,
we're hoping for three.
"We're looking at a WC()
player. We•s e already signed a
high school kid. We would like
Or take a junior college kid for
the four and it we can find
the right four or five, we'll
take him."

•

•MSU

F-i
1_4

From Page 1B
dov.n and try to contain them
in transition, then they'll go
right to the rum"
%.1 hen asked if Adams
thought her team was playing
its best basketball. she agreed,
hut on the condition that they
were playing the best in February, where the team is 5-1.
trailing Southeast Missouri
State which has done 7-0 this
month.
MSU 's only loss was a 7679 road loss at Eastern Kentucky on Feb. 7.
"Just to see the production
of our team when you look
at it as a whole — how numbers have shifted, rebounding
margins have shifted, bench
production. maybe not so much
in the scoring department. but
in rebounding and the things
that you really don't chart as
far as communication. deflec-

GIRLS
FPV Rcd TP Pvs
Rank-School
1
1 Let Paul Dunbar(11)28-1110
2
2 Lexington Catholic -25-4 94
4
-23-3 60
3 Lou Iroquois
7 •
74 Franklin-Simpson -26-2 54
3
-24-4 54
T4 Lou Butler
-21-7 52
6 Elizabethtown
8
7 Lou DuPont Man -23-5 43
9•
-21-6 31
8 Montgomery Co
5:
-22-6 30
9 Lex Christian
-21-5 12
10 Christian Co
•:
Others receiving votes: Hendersqa
Co 11 North Hardin 9 Clay Co 7'
Calloway Co. 7. Central Hardin G.
Middlesboro 6 Marion Co 4 Lou Mercy
4 Cumberland 3 Ohio Co 3 Casey Co
2 Leslie Co 1 Owensboro 1 Pike Co
Central 1

4th District Tournament
Boys
Monday
Marshall Co 106 CCA 42
Tuesday
Calloway Co vs Murray 7 30 p.m.
Thursday
7:30 p.m.
District championshp
Gins
Monday
Calloway Co 67 Murray 27
Tuesday
pm
CCA vs Marshall Co
Thursday
6pm
[Astrid championship

SportsLii
High
Murray
The
•
Quarterback Club will meet
at
Wednesday at 5 15 p m
Murray High School Officers for
the 2008-09 season will be
selected and Head Coach Steve
Duncan and his staff will be introduced

lions, the hustle plays that we're
petting from our bench. We're
beginning to get there and
close being there. We just have
to stay excited about practice
and continue to get betterAnd Adams followed that
up by saying. with the exception of an off day here and
there, the women have been
pretty upbeat about practice.
"I think some days coming off having a day off, it's
hard for them to get going
Usually when its mentioned.
then we have to hop on that
line real quick and things begin
tel change.- Adams added.
"Your upperclassmen begin to
step up and they know that these
are their last few practices
before they hang it up. They
don't like to lose, so that's a
good thing. It they just settle
for running. then you know
they're tired of practice."

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY

Terry artier
troar Num
T7 SOW 0It your MOO 111SieCr^,7 e
CONOCI 18rodOv
4011 Mel. St • 753-5542

TV, radio
TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6pm
Ohio St at Indtana
ESPN
E5PN2 — S Minors at Bradle,
8 p.m.
ESPN — Tennessee at Vanderbilt
NFL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS - Minnesota at Wash,oi

Locally
PREP BASKETBALL
5 45 p.m
81535 1340 AM — Marshall County
vs Community Christian Academy
Iv%)ilth District Tournament
ISA
WNBS 1340 AM -- Murray Hugh vs
Calloway County (boys) 41h District •
Tournament

tut

:S. Ilint,

Tuesday, February 26. 2908 • MI

CLASSIFIEDS
INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
Adialcieers we requested to check
Its dist inseam of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
reeporisible for only one incorrect
Inetirbon Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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060
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070
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Last And Forma
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Electronics
Computers
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Farm Equipment
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Musical
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Mood. HORNS For Rant
Mobil Horns Lon For Rent
Boone*, Ronan
Apartrnernts For Rent
Room* For Ronl
Sous** For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplhe
Livestock & Supple.
Public Sale
Land For %rot or Loose

060
Help Wanted

Card of Thanks
The family of Linda Jean Prescott
would like to express our thanks
for all the love and support during
the loss of our beloved wife, mother, sister & grandmother. Our
hearts were overwhelmed with
the kindness of friends & family
for food, flowers & donations.
Linda was a family person who
took care of everyone but herself.
She will forever be missed but not
forgotten.

nS

ds

Donnie Joe Prescott, Sharon Prescott
Susan Haneline, Kelly Prescott,
Tracey Hammonds
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Notice

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd.
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month

University
Barber Shop

THE Murray Ledger 8.
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
OS0
Lost and Found

High
meet
m at
ers for
ill be
Steve
- intro-

D BY

ler

LOST: Chocolate Lab.
Lost off Highway 280
near
Panorama
Shores. 1 year old
female.
Reward.
Justin 270-547-1687.
LOST: Female Boxer,
2 yrs. old, reward
offered. (270)753-3958
LOST. While male with
brindle patch over one
eye, 6-mo. old Last
seen Fri.
Cooperlown/Adams
lad. area. If found call
(270)435-4425 Jeff
Cooper

;iy114.1
isuroncit
3-81142

It I I\I 511 '•

020

r,
Mercy
ey CO
ke CO

MO
560
570

Ron Emote
Ullia Property
Lou For San
Lots For Rent
Fenn For Sme
Acreage
Kornai For Sala
Motorcycle* & ATV.
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Mrhiciser
Used Cars
Hans
Used Trucks
Campers
Botta I Moors
Sonless Cinund
Free Colony,
Taboo. & Swint**
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Monett

$8.25 Column Inch, tiO% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
14/13 A4is Must Run Within 6 Day Period,)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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5mar Saver

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words S.S0 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
Is extra liir smart '-sas ir Mn('lassitirds o nt,, Smart Saver)
The nutifisher marnlarns the right 10 relect or edll any r.ribm.or •
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES ,(41,11.
411b
430
436
440
4.16
400
ASS
460
470
440
405
400
496
SOO
510
520

BR1TTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following position:
RNs day and
afternoon shift. We
otter
competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE
CAREGRIVER to sit
with elderly couple
753-5833
CHILDCARE facility
seeking
qualified
teachers/teacher aides
with or willing to obtain
Experience
CDA.
required. Please apply
in person at 1406 B N.
12th St.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to joboetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
HOWCYCT, aN a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& T/MCS Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

BABYSITTER needed
Call 270-227-7951
of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently is
seeking a qualified
applicant for the position of Director of
Nursing for its 34 bed
unit
You must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky Must have
management skills and
Possess a good understanding of nursing
home policy and regulations Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Benton. KY
42025 E0E/AAE No
phone calls please

DO you low working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be pust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109S 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL-lime
Salesperson
Full-time parts
person.
Apply In person
976 Chestnut St.
Murray.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.
Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
Please No Phone Calls
BUSINESS PRODUCTS
REPRESENTATIVE
Regional supplier looking for a full time
sales representative to work the Jackson
Purchase Market. Represent proven products and services to both old and new customers. Proven sales skills are a must.
Above average financial potential. Full
Benefits: Reply to Human Resources,
PO. Box 5036, Mayfield. KY 42066.
Nurses Aide/CNA
PRN: Training and working all shifts as needed. Must be flexible and mature. If you would
enjoy working with the elderly and a pleasant
atmosphere please apply in person at
Fem Terrace 1505 Stadium View Dr.. Murray
EOE
Experienced Bookkeeper needed in
Accounting Department at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet.
Applicants should be able to handle all aspects of
accounting This is a full time position 5 days a
week, Monday through Friday 800 am to 5:00 p.m
Starting pay $10.00 to $12.00 an hour based on
experience.
•Dental Insurance fully paid •Life Insurance fully paid
401K Participation •6 Holidays
•1 Week vacation after one year
Please send resume to P.O. Box 148 Murray,
42071 or contact Gaye Moore .0 12701 753-2617
or email gaye@dwaintaylor.corn.

OTECH

N1,1
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060
Help asritod
IRVIN Cobb Resort is
looking for
Housekeeping help
Must be available
weekends (270)4365811

All positions require minimum educational
background of high school diploma or GED
equivalent
Please deliver or mall your resume to
120 Max Hurt Drive Murray. KY or email
to resume.pul modose rotech corn.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.
GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the following position,
RN/LPN- Full-time. M F 10P-6A, Anyone
interested In becoming
part of our team may
apply in person at
Green Acres Health
Care, 402 W Farthing
St.. Mayfield, KY
42066
IRRIGATION compa r v
expanding Installers
needed, experience a
plus but will train, valid
dnvers license„&
transportation a must
435-4776

HELP Wanted
Dependable waitstaff
and kitchen help for
Cypress Spnngs
Resort Call for
appointment
(270)436-5496

Check
us out
on the
Web!

Leap Year Specid!
Advertise your business, house, car, boat...
whatever you need!

MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed tor easy phone
work. No selling.
Immediate full/part
time positions. Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Call 762-9900

In the Classified section for
February 29 ONLY, we're offering
a 2x3 display ad, a $4930 value,

NEW PAY SCALEItf
Britthaven of Benton is
currently
.accepting
applications for the following positions: Fulltime LPN. We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky.
Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OTR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
PADUCAH Real Estate
April night licensing
class. 270-223-0789.
deloiseadam s CP yahoo.
corn
PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance.
Expenence with
repairs, painting.
Resume to 108 North
12th St.
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies.
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
P.O. Box
1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071.

for 2x3 ad

For more information, please
contact Jill or Julie at(270)753-1916.
Offer valid for a black & white classified
display ad that is a 2x3 or 3x2 to nut on
2/29/08. Offer not valid for previously
scheduled ads.

060
Help Wanted
TOYOTA of Murray is
looking for the right
person to become part
of its professional
sales team. Apply in
person at 1 301 South
12th Street ask for
Chad or Andy.

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience. 270759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
120
Compulms
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
AN11QUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
CASH paid for used
Dish Network & cable
boxes. Will pick up. Toll
free 866-860-0110
RIDING mowers that
need work.
270-436-2867

SCRAP
CARS
l'rrrrriiir f'ILk lilt
Act I We) Parb

i-55lui
Looking for
smiling
morning & lunch
help FT/FT.
Apply in
person
at Wendy's.
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
8 MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF'
2008 Seasonal Help
Wanted.
Vanous Pail time
Positions
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
ItN
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great for Retirees/
March 10, Start Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Merrna
12800 US. Highway
68E,
Benton, KY 42025
Call For Appointment:
270-354-6568

for only $29!
We can put your logo or picture
in the ad for no additional fee.
The deadline to place your ad is
Thursday. February 21 al 9AM.

ACTUAL SIZE

MECHANIC
Part-time
Apply at Murray rental
& Sales
200 East Main, Murray

Pulmo Dose Call Center is now hiring
for FULL-TIME Patient Service
Representatives
PSRs are responsible for contacting all
, assigned patients monthly, taking patient
orders, verifying patient information, and
placing the order in a timely manner
Expenence in medical field and administrative record management preferred, but not
required Strong customer service background preferred Hours will be Monday
Friday 8am to 5pm

Take Advantoge ofour

WASTE oil: Will pick
up used motor oil
Drum exchange. MDF
270-436-2215

210

150

LAYOUT/INSPECTIO
N Equipment
3"x 12"x 18"
Granite
Surface Plate
12" Dial Height Gauge
(4) 1-2-3 Stocks
(2) V-Blocks w/clamps
(2)
Starrett
Jack
Screws
(1) 3x3x3 Angle Plate
(1) 4x4x6 Angle Plate
(I) Gage Block Set
New, never used.
$365 firm for all. 270210-0710
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,600, must
sell
(573)300-1031
REVO Heavy duty
Scooter & heavy duty
wheelchair.
$500/each. (270)4365044
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. $5.0.0
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll free_
877-455-0901
TREADMILL- Proforrn
XP, 550s, 2.75hp,
18x55 belt. proshox
cushioning. $550.
(270)753-7466

WHITE oak firewood,
650. 270-227-9042.
2-0

-"OWNER
FINANCING
16x80 313R, 2BA. 3.5
acres, 3380 Guthrie,
Pans. $3,950 down,
$545 month. 752-0729
Bonnie Byerly Broker
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left. Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429
-*OWNER
FINANCENO CREDIT CHECK
Clean late model
doubtewide. Country
setting, 3 bed. 2 bath,
garage, off 94E toward
lake 217 Cross Spann
Rd. Murray $4,500.00
Down; $585.00 monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222_
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit
Check!
Completely
redone.
28R IBA singiewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose,
New
Concord.
$2,900
down. $450 month.
Call 753-2222
'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin.
28Fi IBA.
1-800-455-3001

USED Oak lumber
2x12x12 $8.00
2x8x12 $5.00
2x6 per fool 15c
2x4 per foot 10e
telephone pole 7'
$5.00
telephone pole 13'
$10.00.
(270)436-5762

08 hot tub. New in
package. 6-7 person.
7HP, 46 lets, ozone
water fall. Full warrart
ty Retail: $7,698. Musi
sell: $4,200. 573-v5
1031
2000 Ford Ranger
67k. $6.200.
Engagement nng
.55ct. $750/offer
(270)978-3058
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

APo[
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINIS
On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713
160
Home FamisAings
SOLID Oak table with
claw feet. 4 chairs and
teal $350.00. Anlounge ultra, like new.
$80.00. (270)767-2229

Raw Esismkot

-OWNER
FINANCE*" 28X68,
3BR, 2 bath, 10 acres,
$4,950 down $695.00
month, Hardin.
752-0729 Bonnie
Byerty Broker
-OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $4,950 down
$649.00 month, 102
Gilbert St., Hazel
(270)753-1011
93 Champion 16x80,
3BR, 2-Bath, many
updates. 12x16 deck,
must
be
moved
$12,000.
Contact
Michelle
978-2480
after
759-2040
5:00PM.
NEED to sell quickly!
1994 3 Bedroom,
2 bath 16x80 mobile
home, possibly
needs to be moved,
some work needed.
Call 227-8721 It serious about buying.
810,000/0E10.
ONLY ONE LEFT,
beautiful large 2 bedrooms with fireplace,
delivery and set.
$19,995. Won't last.
(731)584-9429

119

14emes For Rent

28R, 1 Bath, turn.
7-mi. from Murray.
$300/mo.
(270)226-0027
NICE 2BR trailer, no
pets 753-9866
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
Dri‘,c • 'Murray. KY 42071
15W
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apart:nolo
Central Hear and Air
Accepting Applkati,iii.
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

0

1111/MlitISM
RESPONSIBLE couple
wanting to rent 2/2 or
3/2 house in North
School District 270
753-0172 or 293 9562
leave message

M

ini* Fat NW

Calhoon Construction, LLC

erical Prop For
Cmi El
l
2 shops,
OFFICE
arge lot on Arcadia
Circle $500 monthly
$500 deposit
753-8756. 759-1369

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Aims
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO .1-800-648-6056

AKC Cairn Tema' pup
pies Toto look alikes
female 2 males &350
873-8246.227-7186
AKC Registered Shill
Tzu puppies
1 male $350 1
temaie $400 ready
March 6th (270)559
6222 (270)851-8148
1270)554 7345
daytime
Australian
COLLIE
puppies
Shepherd
Ready now 753-1159
293-1017
DOG Obedience
436-2858
REGISTEREL.
Staftshire
American
Pitbull puppies for sale
Call 270-227-8471.
REGISTERED Yorkies.
2 adorable girls left 10
weeks old, shots &
wormed $400 7536067 leave message

:Murray Ledger & Timm

/BR 2BA brick 2 car
workshop
garage.
Fenced back yard.
appliances included.
Murray Mark Fredrick,
REJMAX R.E.A.
270-978-1880
BY Owner- Brick 386,
28A, new paint, carpet lull walkout basement. CA-VA, new well
pump. MOM windows
2 car garage, deck 1
acre land with mature
trees. Charlie Miller
Rd minutes from
Murray oft 641 North
$87.500 (270)7537549 or (586)7646477
16410E01AT!
I/E8T RF1 II 1'

General Contracting
Cornmercial 1 Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
190
Uswl Cars
NEED A VEHICLE?
ens honancnictJis.is Oi
270-753-4461
705 S 12th Street
Financing On
Selected Vehicles

DAVIS Handyworks
Job too Smelt'
Small nome repairs,
decks,
roofing,
garages, siding. windoors
dows, and
759-4418.
Insured.
227-9484
DelJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don t have time
for
Painting, siding roofs
decks
293-5438

-No

2006 Chevy Malibu
i.,.'.
LTZ. 34k, loaded,
www.creativeprop1 8 2 bdr apts No
Photo provided
ertysolvers.Com
excellent condition,
mesa
pets Leave
has remaining factory
IIOME
her golden retreiver puppy. Presley,
eti,
and
(rflrhlRiggs,
Rebecca
970
270-753-1
sage
warranty 514.500
SMALL 1138 nonpause with Murray State University Animal Behavior Instructor
AKE hoc-.
1 Bedroom apartment.
(270)705-5818
smoking apt upstairs
Melanie Watson during the Puppy Party held in the fall 2007
bedroom 2 oath with
demi and nice all
water paid, available
double garage, water- 96 Beretta Z26. 100k,
appliances including
semester. Students present information and answer questions
now, no pets
front lot, with trees, $2.500 OBO
WAD. No pets
desIgned to get puppies and their families off to the best pos$260/mo. 753-5980
storage shed, floating
293-9948
1270)436-5496
sible beginning. Pre-registration for the spring puppy party is
boat dock, concrete
1 OR 2br apts near
Old Noll*
cur.
AppillnCet
3251
SCOW
BMW
1987
ramp
required for the 10 openings.
boat
Murray
downtown
Metal Si,,,., Alm:Sem & 1)0011
vertible Red with new
Call
op Mrtal Mower. 8, Toilets
$275.000 00.
starting at S200/mo.
• Car Battenes
•
•
753.2905 or 293-8595. tan top Automatic V6
2. 3 8 413R houses
753-4109
Averages 30 mpg
deposi
built
&
Just
Lease
See"
MUST
182 BR apts. 1-year
$5,000 Great car
leek I Swan
[
brick
sq f/
required. 753-4109
2.500
FUTRELL'S Tree
lease 1BR $35000.
293-1990
home Double garage
Service
3/2 bnck ranch on
281,1 $475.00 Call
BERMUDA grass hay
removal
Private & beautiful 2.
Trimming
kOe
Meirose City utilities
Hamlet North Apts
square bales. $6 731acre lot, 34-mile to
reinforcement training methods,
stump grinding fireAnimal behavior students at
Una Trucks
All electric. 2 car
753-7559
514-3832
2705139.000
town
Insured
wood
puppy socialization and hanare
fenced
y
Large
Universit
garage
Murray State
1BR, 411-1/2 S. 8th
519 8570 by owner,
489-2839
dling, clicker training introducyard New
Puppy
on
two-sessi
a
g
sponsorin
Si.. S265/mo • securi1990 F350 with 12
L.d Far Red or Lasso
Murray
central neat & 1111 systy. 474-2520
Party. an obedience and social- tion and basic training introduc,I I
cargo van
IIALCS WA'
Construction
annual lease
NEW
tem.
Duplex
ization opportunity for puppies tion.
28R 2BA
7 3 Diesel Auto
TOBACCO ground
MANAGEMEN
Finished
Just
Ray 270-767-0615
Only 10 spaces are available
ages 6 to 14 weeks and their
tires
garage, all appliances
New
approx 8 acres, highly
Saratoga II. 486 28A
• vieeth & •,.(s
the Puppy Party so register as
38R, IBA, Bock with
for
class
on
two-sessi
The
$650. 436-5685
owners.
$3495
productive land. water
contemporary home.
floors.
ned
hardwood
ownediopee
locally
•
as possible. Before the
soon
32*
Health
barn
270.293.32
avail
32x52
Animal
PH:
by
available.
led
be
will
213R apartments
24 hour recorded mesnewly remodeled, no
second session, puppy owners
close by Mail*
759-1151 • 293-2783 Technology and Pre-Veterinary
able Great location I
789
800-986-2
sage.
pets 1710 Farmer
293-2784
leased also
year lease. I month
students and their instructor. must provide proof of the
extension 2061
Ave
(270)489-2116
deposit, no pets
puppy's first set of vaccinations
Melanie Watson, RALAT.
NICE older home,
&700 Monthly
Granite
Hamilton
753-2905
430
provided by a veterinarian.
held
be
will
The two sessions
clean. 2-large bed(270)293-4602
WEAN@
•
& Marbli.
28R duplex, 2BA.
rooms, IBA. 1.500 sq.
on consecutive Mondays, March Bring plenty of chewy dog treats
LM
garage No pets
ft., CM/A, fenced. sepLAWN SERVICE
3 and March 10. from 6:30 to 8 and the puppy on a leash to the
3301 St. Rt 121N.
Reales
753-7457 or 227-3054
arate apt . carport. out
Murra, ledge. a. lime, la"
,
87
753-80
Mowing, Manicuring
p.m. at Carmen Pavilion on second session.
llou•onot At i
burldings 563.900
28R duplex. nice.
Pre-registration is required
Landscaping
•
Farm Road.
ti•milton
lames
College
unit
10X19 storage
acisrrttwd hero,
437-4062
CM/A. appliances furLeaf Vacuuming
forms are available at all
• .'.•tt
and
Murdohl.
ses1,1.-c
first
the
attend
Owners
1..4.-tal
it.
Murray
to
'leo
Downtown
nished Various loca.293-5485
Satisfaction guaranteed
mule.
r,c
veterinary offices and at
local
this
At
puppy.
sion without their
$40 753-9887
.1.1,..rt1.5. an, refer
tions Coleman RE
Own
to
RENT
the Humane Society. The regis753-1816
preswill
students
c ii.. ratline
session,
-/mtattor
first
•
ng
A&F Warehousi
753-9896
2-3BR
Coldwater
n.11
'`-15151 (Si rat'
ent information to help the new tration fee is a $20 donation to
Near MSU $20-50
hentht.tr larntlui sO
.1,1
home. 800-986-2789
2BR, $285. C H A
YOUR AD
of
Society
Humane
Intr.,
.5
or451
nottonsl
•
puppy owners get their puppies the
753-7668
near MSU Move a
extension 2051
rtt-ter
Ryan &
COULD BE
male Art
Calloway County. Checks may
possible.
start
best
the
to
off
.1,5,011411
4
,ttltl.att.51.753-9898
days
free
SARATOGA II. New
HERE FOR
Senior hicuallv
KEY MINI
Some topics include: how to be a be made payable to the Humane
brick hotne. 48R. 338488 2BA availede
ONLY 675.00
good communicator with your Society of Calloway County.
WAREHOUSES
appliances
now,
1/28A. LA. DR,
7534344• 227-5644
A MONTH
For 'questions about the
puppy, crate and house training,
Kitchen. Sun-room. tile
Coleman RE 753-989P
CALL 753-1916
Party or to register for the
Puppy
1S
2
guardAt.
1
resource
St
,
1850
inhibition
bite
3.250-sq.
hardwood.
&
NEED HELP?
3-81,1 Duplex. water kg.
I
contact the Humane
event,
develpuppy
42071
and
293-2582
tips
KY
health
Murray.
ft 5349.000
I land vman Services. ing,
nished $700/mo.
All.remodeling.
opment. Puppies will attend the ,Society at 759-1884 or humane270-753-5562
lease & deposit
visit
Since 1986
No Sib too smallsecond session for an opportuni- 'society.murray-ky.net or
required 227-0375
are hrfrt,
at 607 Poplar Street,
mama
Free estimates,
office
Nous
the
24
pupother
with
Jr.
socialize
to
ty
-H
38R townhorne 2 513A
JAL RENTALS
& Ind
Thursday
Res .
'Si An rqual
(731)247-3001
pies while owners cover more Suite A-1, Mondayrefrigerator.
BARBE ROSA Cycles
CM/A.
MINI-STORAGE
Licensed & Insured
(731)363-3511
as normal between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
such
on
informati
washer, dryer. dishLLC
N..% renting
All Joh. - big or small'
washer, oven. stove
ATV service & repairs
puppy play behavior, positive
PLUMB Level
Loiated ,it '211 4th St
270 182-2444
f•
0st
.4
toein.
1,400
n
Constructio
5496
270-436Conveniently
Remodeling
Newly
near MSU
270-293-6906
Additions/Decks.
'06 Yamaha R1- 50th anniversary
$660
relurbished
Floors, Water Damage
g
and
matchin
2
Store
miles,
MURRAY
1st
BIRTHDAY' for on a higher plane.
6,500
on
50%
HAPPY
edition,
month
Doors. Windows
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
has
presently
Lock
deposit
month $800
Wednesday, Feb. 27, 2008:'
Roofing
helmets with yellow mirrored
**** Though others might act
units available
No pets
required
1111 1101 shs
Home This year, try to flow. Don't
Mobile
All
$11,000
& clear
in confusion, you still can get
753-2905 or 753-7536
Utilities not included
Repair
attempt to control situations; clarity if you approach people
Any Location.
270- 348-0.4.,i.
ed.
block
manipulat
Brock,
people cannot be
Condition
one on one and try to understand
We're not a handyman
Honor your power and who you where they are coming from. A
vi.creativ rpm,'05 Yamaha Grizzly
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are. Often this year you will go touch of chaos adds excitement,
ers.com
rely
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Puppy party held for all
puppies ages 6-14 weeks

rv-mi
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Hill Electric

753-9562 I

Horoscope
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(270)978-2111

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE

USED TIRES

753-3853

Free
Pallets

Call 753-5606

48a

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

Call us we will

270-753-1916

by Jacqueline Slyer

